Today’s Alma libraries are turning to Rialto to simplify the purchasing of book content. Rialto is a modern academic marketplace designed to help libraries make informed decisions and streamline the entire workflow from selection to acquisition. Through its unification with Alma, Rialto eliminates a lot of the manual steps librarians do today to synchronize their workflows across people and systems.

Rialto will get you where you need to go with fewer clicks, saving you time so that you can focus on supporting your patrons.

“We’ve experienced significant streamlining of many of the stages of the acquisitions workflow process. Rialto is now our go-to marketplace for titles.”

University of South Australia

How Rialto helps

**Work Efficiently**

- Real-time holdings information directly from the Alma catalog is displayed while shopping for and evaluating titles.
- Real-time fund balances displayed in Rialto to help avoid overspending mistakes and enable effective use of budget.
- Fully automated order flow and invoicing, with automatic purchase order and POL creation in Alma, real-time order tracking, rapid ebook activation and seamless invoicing.

**Work Together**

- See what your team is up to with real-time activity badges. Is a title already in someone’s cart, or saved in a list for future purchase? Rialto will clearly display this info at the point of decision, so you can confidently make purchases.
- Share title lists and leave comments to easily see as a team which titles are being saved or set aside for future purchase.
- Is your library running a DDA, EBA, or Approval Plan, but not all staff are aware of which titles are included? Rialto provides transparency around purchasing plans for all users to better inform the selection process.

**Work with Ease**

- Do more of your shopping in one place with Rialto’s comprehensive and platform-neutral marketplace. Access over 40 million print books, 3 million ebooks, and 23+ publisher and aggregator platforms—all within a single workflow.
- Easily find what you need with Rialto’s streamlined search experience. Facets help you narrow your results, and formats & editions are grouped together to quickly review all options.
- Quickly train new staff with Rialto’s clean user interface. It’s easy to use, and easy to learn.

“The staff response has been overwhelmingly positive. Once they’re up and running, they have really been thrilled with the results. Not all our subject selectors have Alma accounts, so they couldn’t see any live numbers for their funds until we got Rialto. This has been a huge improvement for them.”

University of Central Florida
Your team can enjoy these benefits – and we’ll handle the rest.

We have an expert team here to support you every step of the way – from the initial implementation, to your first few months purchasing on Rialto, and for the rest of your journey. We will do the heavy lifting to ensure Rialto meets your library’s goals.

It’s Easy to Start with Rialto

We understand your library has many priorities, so we designed our implementation to be simple and easy – with minimal effort required by the library. Implementing Rialto is a flexible process: our team will partner with your library to discuss your needs and desired timeline, making sure you feel comfortable before we move on to the next step.

“Easiest rollout of any product we’ve ever implemented.”
National University of Ireland, Galway

“The implementation was very well-organized and time-efficient. Our experience felt seamless, even though it occurred during a typically busy part of the ordering season. There were no interruptions to our acquisitions processes.”
Belmont University

Expert Collection Development Support

Once your library has implemented Rialto, you’ll be assigned to one of our Content and Workflow Strategies Consultants to provide ongoing workflow support, set up new purchasing models, fill collection gaps, and more. Our team includes librarians with backgrounds in acquisitions, collection development, electronic resources and more – and we’ll collaborate with you to build strong collections that fit your needs and budget.

Ready to get started with Rialto?

Contact your Product Sales Manager today, or visit about.proquest.com/en/products-services/Rialto/